Theory of Change (ToC) Climate Programme

Vision
Societies will collaboratively adopt sustainable solutions to complex challenges

Mission
For Citizens, governments and other actors to collaboratively shape and enact a healthy clean future that benefits everyone

Field-building

Resources, and narrative
A strong collaborative field for ambitious climate action

Output
Local civil society and citizen initiatives collaborate and have a common understanding of goals, resources, narrative on climate action

Action
Field-building
Strengthen the local network of diverse civil society and citizen initiatives through developing a common narrative, shared ambitious goals and resources on climate action.

Institutional transformation

Resources, and narrative
Citizens and cities collaboratively own cities’ healthy, clean future

Output
Citizens have the knowledge and confidence to shape together with the city the climate action process

Action
Citizen participation
Collaborate with cities to see the benefit of and therefore realise deeper, wider, more inclusive, and ongoing participation.

Resources, and narrative
Cities take climate action through a new model of governance based on citizen participation

Output
Cities develop a governance model that can take adequate climate action, working across actors based on citizen participation

Action
Transformation of city’s structure
Foster collaboration between city-shaping institutions, developing a governance model that can take adequate climate action based on citizen participation.

Democratic Society
is helping to build long-term bridges between actors, across pillars of action
is sharing and connecting learnings nationally and internationally

Core Challenges
Missing broad agreement in society for the sustainable model of prosperity and actions required to limit global warming to 1.5C
Public, private and individual climate actions are not sufficiently aligned to reduce global warming